




40 Schools1

55 School 
Leaders2

The Fellowship Cohort 2 Programme involves 55 school leaders from 40 
schools and 3 districts - Sentul, Gombak and Petaling Utama. 

1,600 Teachers 3

16,000 Students4

Note: 1,600 teachers and 16,000 students was calculated based on 
the estimate of 40 teachers and 400 students per school.  

@PEMIMPINGSL 2021 

Reach & Beneficiaries



Programme Activities

1.0) School leaders remain a part of the programme by fulfilling the graduation criteria

1.1) School leaders feel that the workshops are engaging and relevant to their needs

School Leader Indicators

School leader Impact

2.1) School leaders operationalise school visions set in Y1

2.2) School leaders use data to drive school vision/goals/T&L and student well being

2.3) School leaders conduct learning walk to ensure quality of the T&L in their schools

2.4) SL continue to implement technological solutions that impacts T&L

2.5) School Leaders create a positive school culture

2.6) School leaders implement action steps agreed in coaching sessions with PM 

Teacher Impact

3.0) Teachers are aware and understand the school vision

3.1) Teachers T&L practices alleviates learning loss

3.2) Teachers practicing strategies to inculcate student leadership 

within/without/online/offline classroom 

Student Impact

4.1) Students' learning loss addressed by targeted actions by SLs & teachers 

4.2) Student display examples of leadership within and outside classroom (online/offline)
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● All indicators marked purple will be reported this report
● All indicators greyed out will be reported in the next report

Impact Indicators
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Monitoring Process 

The monitoring process and the data contained within this progress report is obtained from 3 

sources: (1) a  progress survey for school leaders, (2) an impact survey for teachers in their 

school (3) a series of structured Interviews with selected School Leaders. The qualitative and 

quantitative information collected through this process serves as the basis for the analysis 

captured in this mid year progress report and for the final assessment of the Programme in the 

Annual Report (Dec  2021). 

Data Source

School Leader Survey
The survey was sent out to all 40 schools in our FPC2 programme which are 
located in Sentul, Petaling Utama and Gombak districts. The purpose of this 
survey was to ascertain the progress of our leaders in the programme for the first 
half of this year. 22 out of 40 schools answered the School Leader survey.

Teacher Survey
An anonymous teacher survey was conducted to triangulate the data from 
the School Leader survey and ascertain the trickle-down effect of impact on 
the general teacher population from our schools. 45 teachers from 25 
schools answered the Teacher Survey approximately 1 to 3 teachers per 
school. 

Case Studies
Case studies were carried out in 3 of the schools to deepen and enrich the 
quantitative data with examples of impact.

Methodology
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For the Fellowship Cohort 2 Programme, there are specific graduation 
requirements that participants have to meet to remain in the 
programme. For example, each school leader must attend at least 4 
out of 6 coaching calls in 2021; they will therefore be dropped from the 
programme if they missed a total of 3 coaching calls. 

As of June 2021, all 40 school are still part of the programme. 
However, there are currently 7 schools that have missed 2 coaching 
calls consecutively and are considered high-risk. The schools are as 
follows:

1. SMK Seri Selayang (PPD Gombak)
2. SMK Lembah Keramat (PPD Gombak)
3. SK Batu Arang, Rawang (PPD Gombak)
4. SMK Tuanku Abdul Rahman (PPD Gombak)
5. SK Taman Sri Sinar (Gombak)
6. SK Menjalara (PPD Gombak)
7. SJKT Seaport (PPD Sentul)

Currently, the Programme Team is reaching out to these schools to 
ascertain the next steps regarding their continued presence in the 
programme and to highlight the graduation criteria.

Attrition Rate

Impact Indicator: 1.0 | School leaders remain a part of the programme by fulfilling the graduation criteria



Attendance Highlights
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Moving forward:

● We will continue to engage with the 
school leaders who has missed 
workshops consecutively and 
re-evaluate their interest and 
commitment towards the 
programme 

● If school leaders do not express 
interest to commit to our 
programme, we would consider 
dropping them in the near future. 

Why is this happening? 

● Multiple schools closure/opening 
orders were issued by MOE in the 
period of Jan - April 2021 because 
of the pandemic

● This resulted in school leaders 
being busy with tasks related to 
SOPs and general school safety 
during workshop periods

● Schools were unable to send senior 
leadership team to attend our 
workshops during that period
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There is a general decline attendance, especially in 
the final few workshops due to school closures

Impact Indicator: 1.0 | School leaders remain a part of the programme by fulfilling the graduation criteria



Workshop Quality Highlights
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Impact Indicator: 1.1 | School leaders feel that the workshops and outreach are engaging and relevant to their 
needs

NPS Score Interpretation: 0-30: Good | 30-70: Great | 70-100: Excellent
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Why is this happening? 
● PGSL ensured that the workshop 

content was relevant and fluid to 
the needs of the school leaders 
during the multiple 
closures/openings of schools

● As a result our NPS score 
consistently climbed indicating 
higher satisfaction rate during 
trialling times solutions

Net Promoter or Net Promoter Score 
(NPS) is a widely used market research 
metric that takes the form of a single 
survey question asking respondents to 
rate the likelihood that they would 
recommend a company, product, or a 
service to a friend or colleague. This 
metric is useful in determining customer 
satisfaction and loyalty.

NPS score of our workshops have increased by 
35.46 points between first and last workshops



Impact Indicator: 1.1 | School leaders feel that the workshops and outreach are engaging and relevant to their 
needs
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Moving forward:
● We will continue to include tangible 

next steps which they can use in 
schools easily

● We will ensure there is sufficient 
time given for each topic and keep 
virtual workshops less intense. 

Why is this happening? 

● The next steps recommended from 
workshop 5 and 6 (in 2020) as well as 
workshop 2 and 3 (in 2021) were tangible 
next steps that can be implemented in 
schools easily.

● School leaders are improving in their ability 
to absorb information from the training 
sessions

● Workshop 7 was a mega workshop that was 
more intense compared to previous 
workshops. It was also challenging for some 
school’s with poor internet access to keep 
up with the sessions. 

School Leaders require self practice to be fluent to 
use the concepts taught in workshop
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Why is this happening?

PGSL ensured that our workshop 
content was relevant and fluid to 
the needs of the school leaders 
during the multiple 
closures/openings of schools.

The workshop survey is disseminated 
to schools leaders after each conducted 
workshop wherein key data points are 
measured to ensure the quality of the 
delivery. In the this graph and in the 
following slides, school leaders rate us 
on a 6 point scale based on the given 
statement.

School leaders consistently report that sessions are 
relevant to their schools

Impact Indicator: 1.1 | School leaders feel that the workshops and outreach are engaging and relevant to their 
needs



School Leader Impact Highlights
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Impact Indicator: 2.1 | School leaders operationalise school visions set in Y1
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95% of schools 
contextualised their 
school visions in our 
programme based on 
the MOE vision

96 % of schools 
indicated that their 
school community 
understands  

Strategic Leadership

In order to embed a strategic approach to leadership across schools, late 2020, the 
Programme focused on supporting School Leaders in defining a personalized School 
Vision statement that is specific to their school’s ambitions. It incorporates a focus on 
students’ outcomes and wellbeing as well as on the use of technology to support 
administrative and institutional functions.

As expected, almost all schools (91.3% of baseline 
respondents) had a School Vision before the start of 
the Programme (Jan 2020).

Yet, from a rapid qualitative review of the 
‘pre-programme School visions’ shared by the School 
Leaders, 100% of the schools were using the 
standard vision statement provided by the Ministry of 
Education ‘Quality Education Begets Learned 
Individuals for a Prosperous Nation’.

95% of schools have now a contextualised vision 
from which 85% explicitly addressed the quality of 
T&L and 50% explicitly addressed usage of 
technology respectively in their school visions.

In order to ensure concrete steps are being taken to 
improve their schools, school leaders have also 
indicated that they are operationalizing their visions 
throughout 2021 through a School Improvement 
Development Plan (for which they were trained by 
PEMIMPIN GSL).

100% of schools 
indicated that they are 
operationalizing their 
school visions through 
structured plans

"As a school leader, I learnt a lot especially on how to make our 
own vision and mission on the school and it was more focused.”

Puan Krisha, SMK La Salle Sentul

Schools are operationalizing their contextualised school visions in 
2021 to address student learning outcomes 



Impact Indicator: 2.2 | School leaders use data to drive school vision/goals/T&L and student well being
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Strategic Leadership: Data Based Decision Making

Research shows that evidence-based decision making in schools positively 
impacts teachers and students. Yet, while collecting a lot of data, schools tend to 
refer to it minimally during decision making. Data is also difficult to refer to as 
most of the information collected is not readily analyzed and articulated to 
relevant stakeholders to take action.

As part of the curriculum, PGSL focused its training throughout 2020 & 2021 on 
evidence based decision making--integrating this concept throughout every 
training delivered and coaching sessions conducted.  

School leaders used data to make decisions, as detailed in the graph above, in 
areas closely impacting, directly and indirectly, teaching and learning. 100% of 
the school leaders used data to monitor the quality/development of teaching 
and learning through online google forms and data cycle models we trained and 
coached them on.

All our school leaders are using data to make decisions on the 
quality of the teaching and learning in school



Impact Indicator: 2.3 | School leaders conduct learning walk to ensure quality of the T&L in their schools
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Instructional Leadership: Learning Walks

As an important part of instructional leadership, learning walks affords school 
leaders the opportunity to diagnose the state of instructional practices in their 
school - whether in an online or physical classroom. PGSL provides training on 
conducting learning walks and effective feedback. 

Research indicates that SLs supporting teachers to in teaching practices leads to 
improved student outcomes. As such we measure the following indicators in SLs, 
and how that influences change in teachers, and thereafter, students.

Our school leaders have successfully implemented learning walks in their respective 
schools and have received positive feedback from their teachers. 100% of SL have 
supported teachers with learning walks and constructive feedback during 
online/offline learning sessions. 100% of SL also reported to have observed a 
positive impact on their teacher’s instructional practices as well. 96% of the 
teachers said that they have been able to use data more meaningfully to inform 
their teaching practices due to advice from their school leaders. 

Corresponding to these data points, when 
we asked teachers to rate their school 
leaders on the following statement ‘I have 
found the feedback I get from my SL's 
learning walks valuable’, teachers rated their 
leader’s feedback at an average of 5.2 
points out of a 6 point scale. 

"After adapting to the way PEMIMPIN GSL has been conducting 
the programmes, looking at the way they present, I tried to use 
the method with the teachers in our school. Now, teachers are 

more willing to open up and come to me for support." 

Puan Krisha, SMK La Salle Sentul

Almost all school leaders have observed positive impact on their 
teachers and students due to feedback on instructional practices

100% of school 
leaders have supported 
teachers with learning 
walks and constructive 
feedback during 
online/offline learning 
sessions.



Impact Indicator: 2.4 | SL continue to implement technological solutions that impacts T&L
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Technology & Leadership: Leading with Technology

The pandemic caused school closures, forcing them to move all their classes and 
work online. In this context, PGSL recognised that they can no longer exclude the 
use of technology in the running of their schools and saw the increased need of 
using technological solutions to ensure the continuity of teaching and learning. 

As the school system was unprepared for this sudden online shift, the Programme 
took the lead to ensure School Leaders are exposed to, and are trained in, 
integrating and implementing technology in their administrative and instructional 
duties--thereby exposing teachers to more innovative usage of technology that 
impacts students. A technology component was integrated in most modules of the 
Programme, encompassing areas of strategic and instructional leadership, especially 
in the Year 2 of the programme. Some example of the topics included were using 
technology to carry out learning walks, using technology to give constructive 
feedback and selecting the appropriate technology for curriculum and assessment.

Overall, the school leaders are satisfied with the the changes in the use of 
technology to drive a positive impact on students since the programme started. 

"We have been given exposures on ClassDojo, Padlet, and Canva. 
These applications are really important for the teachers to attract 

the students' interest in joining PdPR classes."
 

Puan Dahanum, SMK Kiaramas

● 100% of SLs said they have learned new things about the use of technology in 
their jobs through this programme. 

● 100% of SLs said the programme made them more aware about technology 
options to support their job

● 100% of SLs said the programme better equipped them to choose and use 
technology to support their job

● 87% of SLs reported a change in the use of tech since the programme started to 
drive a positive impact on students (with an average level of satisfaction from the 
changes at a score of 4.83 out of 6)

All school leaders stated that the programme better equipped 
them to identify and use technology needed to support their job



Impact Indicator: 2.5 | School Leaders create a positive school culture
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Instructional Leadership : Positive School Culture

As an important part of instructional leadership, school leaders must instill a 
positive school culture to provide a safe and supportive environment for 
students and staff. This practice allows room for students' academic 
achievement to flourish. PGSL provides training to them in this area. Some 
topics related to building positive school culture that were introduced were 
“Leading School in the Time of Crisis” and “Managing Socio-emotional 
Wellbeing When Schools Reopen”, to name a few. 

When we asked the SLs to rate their learnings on socio-emotional wellbeing, 
the following were the results. 

100% of school 

leaders said the 
program make them 
more aware about 
socio-emotional 
well-being strategies 
to support their 
students.

"Students get motivated with their friends' work and encouraged to 
try and produce their own videos through the Guru Muda Maya 

programme."

 Puan Krishna, SMK La Salle Sentul

● 100% of SLs said the programme made them 
more aware about socio-emotional well-being 
strategies to support students.

● 100% of SLs  have observed positive impact on 
students wellbeing since the start of the 
programme (January 2020) by implementing 
strategies that they have learned from this 
programme.

● 100% of SLs said that PEMIMPIN GSL has 
contributed to the positive impact of students in 
their school in this area. 

● 96% of SLs said there has been changes in the practice, promotion and 
implementation of socio-emotional wellbeing strategies for students since start of 
the programme. However, only 27% of school leaders said the impact was based 
on anecdotal observations instead of evidence.  Moving forward, our programme 
will emphasize on the importance of capturing these data points with data and 
evidence to truly capture the impact of their actions in this area.

All school leaders have observed positive impact on their students 
wellbeing due to the implementation of related strategies



Teacher & Student Impact
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Impact Indicator: 3.1 | Teachers T&L practices alleviates learning loss
Impact Indicator: 4.1 | Students' learning loss addressed by targeted actions by SLs & teachers
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PGSL’s model of training does not directly influence teachers and students in any way, but 
we impact teachers through the school leader, and similarly, impacting students through 
the teachers. This section focuses on the impact the programme had on teachers and 
students (indirect beneficiaries). We have limited our data collection to the school leader 
and teacher level for this programme due to the logistical issues related to collecting data 
from students during the pandemic. Thus, this section only includes feedback obtained 
directly from school leaders and teachers. 

In order to assess the impact of the Programme on teachers, the Impact Framework looked 
at how School Leaders supported them to drive positive impact on students. 

In particular, the Programme  stressed the importance of ensuring teachers instructional 
practices are geared towards alleviating learning loss in students. We measure this 
through three sub-categories: a) teachers teaching towards student mastery, b) data based 
decision making by teachers  and, c) the usage of technology in classroom by teachers.

"Students get motivated with their friends' work and encouraged to 
try and produce their own videos through the Guru Muda Maya 

programme."

Puan Krishna, SMK La Salle Sentul

● 100% of SLs said their teachers are using online 
classes to support their students regardless of 
school closures

● 100 of SLs feel that the programme has 
contributed to the positive impact on students 
through the improved usage of technology in their 
lessons

School leaders believe that the programme has 
impacted teachers to try new technologies that make 
lessons/school wide programmes more interesting.

Impact Highlights: Teachers & Students

What are 
school 
leaders 
saying about 
their impact 
on 
students?
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“Penguasaan Murid. Kalau sukatan pembelajaran 
sudah dilengkapkan, tetapi murid tidak dapat 
menguasai, hal ini tiada kesan kpd waktu 
pembelajaran yg telah dijalani.” 

SJK(C) Desa Jaya 2, Petaling Utama 

“Penguasaan Murid. Penguasaan murid dalam 
sesuatu bidang itu penting untuk membuktikan 
bahawa mereka faham, mampu melaksanakan, 
boleh menilai sesuatu isu dan memberi idea- idea 
baru dalam menempuh dunia globalisasi pada masa 
ini. Sekadar menghabiskan silibus adalah tidak 
relevan untuk melahirkan generasi yg mampu 
bersaing.”

SMK Kiaramas, Sentul

A large area of alleviating learning loss in students is ensuring that teachers are 
ensuring students are learning at their pace and level of comprehension--this is 
known as teaching towards student mastery. There is, however, significant pressure 
on teachers to ensure students are completing the syllabus of a given subject/year. 
We asked the teachers under our school leaders to ascertain if they were focusing on 
student mastery or on the completion of the syllabus. When asked why this was the 
case, the following are some excerpts from their answers:

All teachers report teaching students towards student mastery

A. Teaching towards student mastery

"Murid-murid perlu menguasai kemahiran asas sebelum diberikan 
pendedahan kepada kemahiran yang lebih tinggi. Pelaksanaan PBD 

memerlukan saya memastikan murid menguasai setiap tahap 
penguasaan bagi semua topik."

 Teacher, SK (1) Gombak

Impact Indicator: 3.1 | Teachers T&L practices alleviates learning loss
Impact Indicator: 4.1 | Students' learning loss addressed by targeted actions by SLs & teachers

100% of teachers 
reported that they are 
focusing on student 
mastery rather than 
completion of the 
syllabus 



Impact Indicator: 3.1 | Teachers T&L practices alleviates learning loss
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B. Data based decision making by teachers

As research strongly suggest teachers making informed decisions about their 
student progress leads to improved student outcomes; the programme’s training 
integrated a data centred approach in training our school leaders. In the teacher 
survey, we looked at the trickle down effect of this approach on teachers under our 
school leaders’ wings. 

When asked how did they use the data, the teachers reported thus:

All teachers report making decisions based on student data in 
their classrooms

100% of teachers 
reported that they have 
been able to use student 
data more meaningfully 
in their classrooms due 
to the advice of their 
school leaders.C. Usage of technology in classroom 

by teachers

● 61 % used data to determine the online 
platform they wanted to use for Teaching and 
Learning 

● 58% used data  determine students’ needs 
for support with online learning technology

● 55% used data in monitor the progress of 
students' learning online/offline

● 51% used data to determine and provide 
differentiated support for students

98% of teachers reported that they have been able to use technology more 
meaningfully in their teaching practices due to advice from their school leaders. 
When probed further, these were some of their comments:

"Pemimpin sekolah saya adalah seorang 
pemimpin yang elit. Beliau merupakan perintis 
kepada kebanyakkan teknologi yang digunakan 
di sekolah saya. Sebagai contoh aplikasi seperti 
Google Meet, Google Drive, E-rph, QR Code."

 A Teacher, SMK Rawang

“Google Form untuk mendapat maklumat 
lengkap murid terutamanya kehadiran, cara 
murid datang ke sekolah dan membuat soalan 
ringkas untuk menguji pengetahuan atau 
kefahaman murid.”

A Teacher, SK (1) Selayang Baru



Impact Indicator: 3.1 | Teachers T&L practices alleviates learning loss
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Puan Dahanum is a Principal 
At SMK Kiaramas

An urban school in the federal territories of Kuala Lumpur
With 63 teachers with 750 students 

During the school closure, Puan Dahanum’s priority was ensuring whether 
students’ well-being were being taken cared of. With the support of the 
Programme, she learned multiple approaches to ensure their wellbeing 
needs were being addressed. 

The management team crafted a student survey with the primary 
objective to identify students who are stressed during this challenging 
time. 

“We conducted a survey on students’ emotional wellbeing and analysed 
the data. We identified some students who are stressed, which led them 
to be demotivated and disengaged from learning. My team and I called 
them up to understand their situation at home to see how we might be 

able to support them better.” 

Her team found that some families did not have a source of income 
during the lockdown. Thus, they organised a donation drive called 
Tabung COVID-19 to raise funds for these students’ families - they 
successfully raised RM4,850 for 14 low income families within the school. 

"Through this programme, we received comprehensive guidance to 
be a holistic school leader, to not only look at academics and 

co-curriculum but to focus on socio-emotional as well.” 

Puan Dahanum, SMK Kiaramas

Case Study



Collaboration and Partnerships

Strong school leadership 
leads to high quality education 
for our children. 

We are always seeking partnership opportunities with institutions and 
individuals that share the same vision to ensure that every school in Malaysia 
is led by effective school leaders who will drive school transformation. 




